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A

fter much pulling of grass and
banging of trashcan lids,
Ethan ran with his tail
between his legs so I’m the new editor.
Every editor experiences a little fear
about writing their first Ed Box.
Fortunately for me, I have an even
greater fear that has put my Ed Box
stage fright out of mind. In a matter of
days, I am leaving for a week in Japan.
Many people don’t understand why I
am so afraid of going to Japan, but
that’s because they don’t read the
newspaper. As anyone who
reads the newspaper knows,
Japan is a very hazardous
place for one main reason:
baboons. The Tokyo Zoo has a
fair number of baboons that they are
unable to keep locked up. Every so
often, the whole damn troop of
baboons breaks out. You may be
thinking, “These baboons have had all
of their vaccinations. There’s nothing
to fear.” Well, you’re only partially
right. These baboons have broken out
so many times, they have kind of
gotten the lay of the surrounding area
in their communal knowledge bank.
These baboons get loose and head
straight for the hospital, where they
proceed to rampage through and eat
all of the prescription drugs they can
get their abnormally long hands on.
Then they leave the hospital and run
amok through the city, biting people,
stealing junk food from convenience
stores and endlessly commentating on
how our whole universe could be just
an atom in another baboon’s world.
So, what’s up with San Diego? Well,
quite a bit actually. A guy named
David Medina who graduated in 1998

Your Motherfucking
Letters To The Editor
To: The Koala
I am interested in joining your
organization. Please send me some
information on how I can join you.
-Sara
Sara,
Are you funny?
-Ed
Hi Ed,
- well I sent off for info for about
every UCSD publication there is,
because I'm into that kind of stuff.
Am I funny? Hardly. Hmmmm ...
maybe I should try the Guardian
instead?
-Sara

-Ed
Got something to say, bitch?? Your letters to
the editor can be sent to editor@thekoala.org or
dropped off at the Koala office on the second
story of the media lounge. Letters to the editor
may be edited for content, grammar, or because
you’re a fucking dumbass retard. Deal with it,
pussy.

STUPID PIC OF THE MONTH!

Drunk and Desperate: Interests include excessive drinking and obnoxious stunts, including
drunken headstands on the sofa , passing out and smashing small pieces of furniture. You:
female, able to carry 150 lbs. to the car and into the house, turned on by smell of morning after
alcohol breath.

Got a stupid pic? Send it to personals@thekoala.org. Original shots only.

The KOALA is:
Pit Boss
George Liddle
Boxman
George Liddle
Table Manager
Kerry Drake
Dealers
Adam Ainsworth, Shana Brandes, Kerry Drake, Sky
Frostenson, Erik Kapernick
Suckers
Matt Agosta, Boyce Collins, T-Bone Knowles, Fritz Leader,
Miki Obara, Daniel Quistorff, Senator Blackwood, Nick Silva
Broke As A Joke, Standing in Line at the Pawn Shop
Ethan Duni
She looked like the kind of girl who would break all the rules and I wanted to find out what rules
those were, precisely. There I am, in court-ordered alcohol rehab. As I walk up to this place
and get in line to pay, I notice that the girl in front of me looks like a damn porn star. Platinum
blonde, short white Daisy Duke shorts, a disproportionately large rack. Then I notice that her
mom is holding her hand. As soon as they pay, Mom has last words with daughter and walks
back to the car. Juli’s hand had not yet fallen from being released before I am there to catch it.
“Hello,” said I, in my suave “I talk to stone foxes like you all the time” voice. “Hi,” said she,
in her “I fuck guys like you” voice. I proceed to employ my time-tested methods of how to pick
up and get in the sack with hot chicks. Everything is going according to plan, we sit through two
hours of alcohol lectures. Then the instructor announces, “Break time!” followed by the stern
warning, “No smoking whatsoever. Anyone caught smoking during the break, regardless of age
or geographic location, will be ejected from this session and will be reported to the State of
California as being absent from this meeting.” So as we walk outside, she asks me if I have a
light. Of course, but it’s in my car. “Well, let’s go!” So now I’m on a 20 minute break with a
drop dead gorgeous chick who obviously doesn’t give a fuck. I’m really liking these odds. So
we’re at the car and this chick busts out about a half-O of kine buds and asks if I can roll a joint.
I am now thinking back to whether or not I have ever been in a situation this fucking awesome
before. Of course not; this is my life at its peak. As rolling is a particular skill of mine, I
proceed to roll a fattie doobler and she strikes it up. We smoke the whole thing and then,
unprovoked, she announces that she is fifteen. The thought passes through my mind that it
would be illegal to do the things to this young lady that I had intended to do. The thought
continues passing through my mind and goes straight into fucking orbit because minor details
like that pale in comparison to Juli’s tits. I was statutorially raped on numerous occasions and
it wasn’t nearly as bad as I had been led to believe. Anyway, the time has come to roll back to
the remaining two hours of class. We walk back together, red-eyes blazing. As we come into the
room, the instructor sizes her up and announces loudly that he has caught a smoker. He claimed
that he saw her leaning up against a car, smoking a cigarette. This is patently false and she
protests. To prove his claim, he grabs her hands and smells her fingers. Then he announces
that he is actually an undercover officer and needs a few extra minutes while he puts this young
lady under arrest for being under the influence of marijuana. I look on helplessly as she gets
cuffed by this cop, knowing she still has her sack on her. As he is pulling her out the door, she
leans over to me and whispers, “The views expressed in this publication are solely those of The
Koala and our members. While the publisher of this publication is recognized as a campus
student organization at the University of California, San Diego, the views expressed in its publication do not represent those of ASUCSD, the University of California, the Regents, their
officers, or employees. Each publication bears the full legal responsibility for its content.”
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editor@thekoala.org
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“I am 99% sure that I didn’t piss myself last night.”
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Sara,
Well, lack of humor will not
necessarily disqualify you from
participating in The Koala. Our
groupies often come down with
mysterious gynecological illnesses
so we may very well have openings
for you in our Groupie
Department. Of course, we will
have to meet you in person before
we can decide if you have the
necessary qualifications. Please
feel free to come by and ask for the
Groupie Inspection Task Force. I'm
sure that they will be able to answer
all your questions and fulfill all of
your needs. Good luck.

with a 3.8 in Sociology turned out to
have been a member of a gang in Chula
Vista since like 1994. He was just
convicted of four murders and being an
accomplice in five more. They put him
away for 9 life sentences, plus 156
years. The funniest part is he’s
appealing. Just so you know who
David Medina is, and should our new
bulletproof windows come in, we might
even start to make fun of the guy.
An explanation of the cover. A San
Diego Police Department helicopter
spotted some marijuana plants growing
on the far side of
by George Mount Palomar. They
Pit Boss
sent a team in to pull
the plants out and found a farm of
over 46,000 marijuana plants. This was
the largest bust in San Diego history.
Since the bird had only reported a small
operation, the cops had to call for
backup. But the kicker is that even
though they saw people tending the
fields, due to the “rough terrain,” they
were unable to apprehend anyone. I
wonder how much that cost?
A bunch of UCSD students will
gather outside of a tall building this
year to watch a man dressed as a
woman throw a watermelon off the top.
I, however, am not even slightly
inspired to watch this. In fact, it raises
several questions in my mind. Is the
incoming crop at Revelle so god-awful
ugly that the best looking girl is actually
a guy and that’s why they have a drag
queen throwing the watermelon?
I heard last year people brought
video cameras. WHY??? WHAT THE
FUCK DO YOU THINK IS GOING TO
HAPPEN? It’s going to fall and then
it’s going to fucking break. Is it that
fucking interesting? There isn’t
anything more interesting going on
around here than that? Don’t they still
have cable TV in the dorms? For
Christ’s sake, why don’t you people go
have some sex or something? Jesus.
All I can say is it really makes me
think that providing you kids with
entertainment for the next year or so is
gonna be a whole lot easier than I
thought it was going to be. Look for
our second issue, due out soon. It’s
going to be a feather with a drop of
honey on each side. Pick it up, pull it
off from one hand, pull it off the other,
pull it off the first one again, pull it off
the other again.
You know that arcade game with the
tokens inside, and you roll one into the
machine and try to get the pusher to
knock some tokens off the platform? I
was wondering, who the hell puts the
first tokens in that machine? Why? Do
they think they’re going to win
something?
Seeing as how this is the first time I
am addressing the masses at UCSD,
there is really only one topic worthy of
discussion. SOS pads. According to
their recent radio commercials, the
latest SOS kitchen scrubbing pads are
revolutionary. I hate to break it, but if
the Voz Fronteriza staff can’t use it to
barge into the Chancellor’s Office, it
ain’t fucking revolutionary.
Revolutionary used to be a bunch of
people with guns and fire destroying
shit. Now it’s kitchen scrubbing pads
that have dry soap inside them.
But, enough of that, on to the issue! I
hope you enjoy it. If you want to enjoy
yourself some more, come by KOALA
NIGHT at THE PUB or our
RECRUITMENT MEETING. We really
are giving away a trip to Vegas. Details
inside. Take it easy and enjoy
September and October. They’re the
best months in San Diego. The water’s
warm, the barneys are off the beach and
the girls have the most gorgeous tans...
AHHHH!!!!! College!!
-Your Friendly Neighborhood Editor
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Let The Good Times Roll.
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Respect Yourself in the Morning - Read The Koala

The World Famous

KOALA Lists!!
Top Five Ways to tell you listen to too much
rap music:
1) At restaurants, you ask for a Snoop
Doggie Dogg Bag.
2) You always talk about the time you
drank three Tupacs of Red Bull
3) You are obsessed with your Notorious
GPA
4) You’ve opened an arcade named Chuck
D. Cheese
5) You think the MQ is Coolio
Top Six Places to Masturbate in Public:
1) In front of the carving of the tittilicious
Mary at the Catholic Church at the corner
of Regents and Governor
2) A urinal
3) At the zoo, with the monkeys
4) Chancellor Dynes’ office
5) Space Needle at Sea World
6) The Giant Boobies in San Onofre (aka
the nuclear power plant)
Bottom Six Restaraunt Names:
1) Rock Bottom
2) The Broken Yolk Cafe
3) Gualberto’s Taco Shoppe
4) Uncle Joe Watson’s Drive Thru Assrape
5) Domino’s Pizza con SPOOGE
6) McSnack
Top Ten Ways to Visit TJ:
1) Fully armed
2) Just bring your wallets, watches y culas
3) In a tank
4) No passport
5) With two kidneys
6) From Mars, by telescope
7) As president-elect of Mexico
8) With a Polaroid camera and $800
9) With me
10) With a machete to hack your way
through mobs of homeless chiclet kids.
Top Ten Characteristics of Limbless People:
1) Thinking that w/ the right haircut they
could look tough
2) Parents made them dress up as a rock
for Halloween
3) Tend to fumble footballs
4) Can't make snow angels, only snow
peanuts
5) Say "Look, Ma! No hands! Ever!"
6) Enjoy rolling down hills
7) Look funny water skiing
8) Prefer to wear one big shoe that comes
up to their waist.
9) Always had to play 'the limbless guy" in
school plays
10) Buy "Mr. Potato Head" and throw all
his limbs in the trash
Top Way to Clear the Men's Restroom:
1) Say, "Nice Dick."
2)
3)
4)
5)
Top Five Reasons to date your friend’s
mom:
1) Sleepovers just got a whole lot better.
2) Makes all the "I fucked your mom" jokes
that much better.

3) Finally get that great head his dad's been
bragging about.
4) Gives a new meaning to "friends with
benefits."
5) One step closer to hitting his grandma.
Top Five Things that are better than going
to UCSD:
1) Being spoon fed cum from Dyne's
asshole
2) Taking a beer bong full of chunky period
blood
3) Watch Eminem and Elton John sing
together
4) Have a retard shit on my face
5) Dropping out of UCSD
Top Five Reasons Why the Price Center is a
front for a meth lab:
1) Proliferation of meth whores in library
lounge
2) Cause i work at the meth lab, and boy
that meth lab sure is a meth lab
3) Tia molly makes me puke out my ass,
yet I keep coming back everyday
4) Chancellor Bob "No Dildo's Too Big"
Dynes offered me a blowjob for meth
5) A.S. meetings have turned into spastic
fits of trying to eat each other.
Top Five Things Dr. Joey “This is an alcohol
free campus” Watson Vice Chancellor of
Student Affairs says:
1) “In 1985, I instituted the current dry
campus policy.”
2) “It sure worked well.”
3) “I truly enjoy the cutting wit of the Muir
Quarterly.”
4) “You there! Stop having fun!”
5) “I quit drinking after I woke up in my
daughter’s bed, wearing only liederhosen.”
Top Five Ways to fuck with the drugsniffing dogs at UPS:
1) Marijuana incense/Cayenne Pepper
Bomb.
2) Dip envelopes in acid.
3) Mail a squid.
4) Kick em in da nutz.
5) Drug-sniffing dogs at UPS??? They ain’t
never caught me.
Top Five Questions on the SAT:
1) If Chad wants to go yachting at seven,
but he lunches with Samantha until three,
how many hours can he practice Latin
before he must prepare the riggings?
2) If Sinn Fein held 12% of the 659 seats in
the British House of Commons last year, but
lost a quarter of those in the election, how
many seats did they lose? Include a theory
on why they lost those seats.
3) If a wave is eight feet Hawaiian, how tall
is it in Californian feet?
4) If a three hour test is designed to
determine the ability of someone to take a
three hour test, how many years will it be
before some one throws the test out as
racist?
5) How does it feel to have a tiny, tiny
cock?
Top Five Things to be for Halloween:
1) A fully operational bong
2) Dr. Joey “Quit having fun in my dorms”
Watson, Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs
3) That slutty klepto bitch in the suite next
door
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4) Your mom
5) Ass Slut
Top Five Ways to Piss off Your Baby’s
Mama:
1) Don’t wash the sheets after you bone
down with a white trash hooker
2) Use the baby to pick up chicks at the
park
3) Suck her dry twice a day
4) Sport her weave
5) Repeatedly comment about how the
fifteen-year-old next door really makes
your dick hard.
Top Ten Things Better Left Unsaid:
1) “Your pussy’s a little stanky tonight”
2) “You? A princess? [hysterical laughter]
Maybe the princess of Djibouti.”
3) “I know it’s the wrong hole, come on,
live a little!”
4) “No, you’re not big boned... you’re just
kinda pudgy.”
5) “Don’t trip. It is contagious, but the
smell goes away if you get a few shots of
penicillin.”
6) “Oh, this? It’s a tongue condom. I wear
it when the pussy’s too stanky.”
7) “Hows about you give me a blowjob and
I’ll hand you this dildo.”
8) “Whatever you do, don’t think about
Chancellor Dynes naked.”
9) “Don’t worry. That always happens to
guys after I mention Chancellor Dynes
naked.”
10) “But I’m still leaving.”
Top Five Things Still Better Left Unsaid:
1) “How was I supposed to know your dog
was a virgin?”
2) “The dog’s looking a little horny
tonight... Why don’t you help him out?”
3) “You didn’t notice any little white pills in
your drink, did you?”
4) “I was wondering -- can you fit a
baseball bat up your ass??”
5) “So, what you suppose your mom’s up
to tonight?”
Top Five Things To Say The Morning After:
1) “Hey Whatsyourname! Let’s fuck again.
I’d like to remember it this time.”
2) “I’d love to be your boyfriend, but since
you didn’t wear the cowboy hat...”
3) “Gee, I don’t know what happened to
your clothes. I guess you’ll just have to
stay here all day.”
4) “Sorry, baby, but I only bought a
fourteen pack of Trojans.”
5) “No, actually, it’s Tuesday.”
Top Five Things Koala Staffers Say The
Morning After
1) Sorry, folks. There’s only one way to
find this out and it ain’t reading the paper.
Top 5 Childhood Traumas:
1) You were sent to fat camp at Marshall
2) Being the fattest kid at Marshall Fat
Camp
3) Being forced to lick your dad’s dick clean
after he fucked the dog.
4) You saw your Grandma walk out of the
shower naked.
5) You were Dr. Joe “Quit Drinking, you
fucking freshmen” Watson, Vice Chancellor
of Student Affairs
Top Five Ways to Pick Up Men at the Glider
Point:
1) Be a guy.
2) Stand spread eagle, bent over, holding
Want more lists? Then get yer happy ass over to
page 5!
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Making Meth:
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It’s as easy as doing this crossword
puzzle and then making meth!
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Across:
1. Red phosphorus - road flare ignition caps, car
safety isle, Pep Boys
2. Psuedoephedrine - fake severe allergy congestion
go to student health
3. Iodine - back packing water purification pills,
Outback Adventures
4. Lye - Red Devil brand, cleaning supplies isle,
Ralphs
5. Muriatic acid - pool supplies, Home Depot
6. Coleman fuel - Outback Adventures
7. distilled H2O - water isle, Ralphs
8. duct tape - hardware isle, Ralphs
9. braided hose - bathroom supplies, Home Depot
10. heat source - electric skillet, kitchen supplies
11. gas cans - PepBoys
12. reaction vessel - sobe bottle, Earl’s Place
13. plastic tubing - irrigation supplies, Home Depot
14. epoxy - adherents, Home Depot
15. fan - you have a fan right? no AC on campus
16. ice - ice cooler, Ralphs
17. pH tester - pool test strip, pool supplies, Home
Depot
18. eye dropper - first aid isle, Ralphs
19. ice water - freezer + tap
20. Corning VisionsWare Bowl - Linens N Things
21. Lab - Got a kitchen, study lounge, car trunk,
trailer in El Cajon?
22. PVC pipe - plumbing supplies, Home Depot
23. shot glass - no shot glass? you suck
24. gatorade bottle - any fine UCSD dining facility
25. push-pull - made from the gas cans, tubing, and
the braided hose
26. funnel - Home Depot
27. spigot - Home Depot

Down:
1. The catalyst mixed with psuedoephedrine and
iodine in a ratio of 2:2:1 - 1 across clue
2. The reactant you heat with Iodine on the heat
source at a 1:1 ratio - 2 across clue
3. The reactant stirred with psuedoephedrine and red
phosphorus in reation vessel for half an hour, then
placed on heat - 3 across clue
4. 1/4 can of this added to equal parts acid/honey and
coleman fuel with a bit of ice - 4 across clue
5. add drop by drop to honey/lye mix to lower pH - 5
across clue
6. added in equal portions to the acid/honey water,
burnt off with caution - 6 across clue
7. mixed in almost everywhere, used to clean all
equipment - 7 across clue
8. used to seal all equipment - 8 across clue
9. used to link reaction vessel and push pull - 9 across
clue
10. set at 150 degrees but no more than 180 degrees,
used to heat reaction vessel for one half hour - 10
across clue
11. two of these plus some PVC parts make a “push
pull”which keeps you from filling your lab with nasty
explosive hydrogen - 11 across clue
12. what you place red phosphorus, psuedoephedrine,
and iodine in, then stopper tightly, it’ll contain the
“honey” - 12 across clue
13. put it together with 11 down to make a “push
pull”, also useful for siphoning - 13 across clue
14. should be used to seal the “push pull” - 14 across
clue
15. cools down the honey mixture in a bowl on the
stove after the reaction has occured - 15 across clue
16. put the acid honey, and colemans in here to keep

from exploding - 16 across clue
17. lets you know when enough muriatic acid has
been added to the lye and honey - 17 across clue
18. adds muriatic acid in small increments - 18 across
clue
19. cools down the final “cracked back” product in
the Corning VisionsWare Bowl - 19 across clue
20. placed on the stove and slowly heated to
evaporate everything but your final product - 20
across clue
21. Where you do your cooking - 21 across clue
22. make a spigot and joint the two parts of your
“push pull” - 22 across clue
23. drain mixuture into this off of pH indicator - 23
across clue
24. what you put the honey into when its time to add
the muriatic acid. Poke a hole in the top to drain it
out of - 24 across clue
25. You make this by connecting two gas cans
together with the duct tape, poking holes in the
bottom, connecting these holes with the tubing, and
attatching the braided hose to the top of one gas can,
sealing it all with expoxy, and filling the bottom of
both cans with water. - 25 across clue
26. You make this essential piece of equipment out of
the gatorade bottle and a spigot. You use it to
separate the honey from the kerosene. - 26 across clue
27. Put this on Gatorade bottle, drain off bottom layer
and burn off top layer(kerosene), just honey left over,
go to 20 down clue & BINGO WAS HER NAME-O 27 across clue

Disclaimer: If for some crazy reason you were to really do this, here’s some pointers. First, tell no one. Second, TELL NO ONE. In case you weren’t aware or are just stupid, making meth is illegal. Like 5 years minimum in a federal prison illegal. So keep it quiet. And
remember that the Koala in no way endorses you using this information. Although this is a complete recipe, it is intended to garner readership amongst the UCSD crossword enthusiasts. You should watch out for them, too, because they’re probably all tweaking right now.
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The Koala, completely legal in 36 states!

More Lists (cont’d from page 3)
your ass cheeks wide open.
3) Say “Gee, I sure would like to get some
healthy man-loving up in here tonight”
4) Say “Is anyone here interested in having
uncommitted gay sex tonight?”
5) Be Joe Watson, Vice-Chancellor of
Student Affairs

Page 5

ERRATUM
Top Five Ways that the LGBA promotes
Homosexuality
1) “Wear Jeans if You’re Gay Day,”
announced at 11:46 pm the night before.
2) Everyone has to go there at least once,
just to find out what happened to the T.
3) Through same-sex room assignments by
the Res-Life Office
4) Office Orgies

The following graphic was inadvertently
left out of a General Store Co-op advertisement from last year. We apologize for any
inconveniences this might have caused.

More lists would be on page 8.

Didn’t Get Enough Sex & Drugs in this issue? Then, come to...

Koala Night 2001
Wednesday, September 26, 2001 at Porter’s Pub

Featuring live music by:

Participate in our Talent Show!!!

The Booty Boys
Hornswaggled
Celsius

Grand Prize: Three day, two night trip
for two to Las Vegas! Other prizes
include an “A” Parking Permit and free
admissions to Glen Ivy Hot Springs
Resort.
More Prizes TBA!!!

DJ sets by DVC:

Gaijin, Trainspotter,
Flip! &MC Outlit, and
DJ Kipper

All ages welcome!
FREE EVENT!
8:00pm - 1am
Must be 21 to purchase alcohol.

Cheetah’s Totally Nude!
-100’s of beautiful girls daily
-Free lunch 11am-3pm
-Totally Nude Showgirls
-Billiards
-Private VIP Room

www.girlsofcheetahs.com

Directions:
Take 5 South
Interchange to 52 East
Interchange to 805 South
Exit Clairemont Mesa Blvd. East
At the corner of Clairemont Mesa Blvd. and Mercury Ave.
8105 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
858-277-2339

REMEMBER KIDS, BRING YOUR ONES!!!!!!!!
ONE FREE ADMISSION
TO CHEETAH’S TOTALLY NUDE!

Hours:
11am-2am M-F
12 noon-2am Sat & Sun

UCSD

805
I-5

52
MERCURY AVE.
CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD.

X

Free admission with this ad!
Disclaimer: The showgirls are not always totally nude. Sometimes, they don’t take off their heels. (does not apply to drinks)

Center
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THE RULES:
1. Players must light shots on fire before drinking them (IMPORTANT: remember to drink it
through a straw)

2. Players may only advance to the next level after they have landed ON the
proper space.
3. No pussy bong rips.
4. First player to get to each higher level is allowed to make one new rule.
5. In the event that players drop out, the last man standing is proclaimed
the winner. All others are considered pussies, and may be mocked indefinitely.

Disclaimer: This game requires a lot of 151. Buy a lot of 151. The Koala will not be held responsible for drunk driving accidents that take place because your dumb ass didn’t buy enough 151.
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Each player needs to roll a die until they roll a number
between one and four. The first player then enters the
game board in the space indicated by the arrow next to the
shot glass, after they drink the shot. Once inside the circle,
players roll dice and move around the board until they land on
the space indicating they should move to the next inner circle.
Players can choose which of the two spaces’ instructions to follow
The first person to the center is the winner. Not surprisingly, the first
person to the center is also really really drunk.
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1 Herpes Carrier
1 large tub K-Y Jelly
Bottle caps (or other suitable game pieces)
A few oily rags
1 Bottle of Pepto-Bismol
A lot of straws
1 small glass of water (or other suitable fire extinguisher)

2

ow

note: your hand, ugly bitches, or blow up dolls are not suitable substitutes

Place shot
glass here

BA

This game board
1 shitload of Bacardi 151
1 case beer
1 large bottle of Tabasco sauce
5 large shot glasses
1 large beer mug
1 large sack of marijuana (weed)
1 decently sized tobacco water pipe (bong)
3 cases of whip-its (available at any fine head shop, or your neighborhood adult bookstore)
1 cracker (for nitrous, idiot)
5 large balloons (also for nitrous)
Up to 7 drunken suitemates (or suitable substitutes)
The fine bitches next door (or suitable substitutes)

Place shot
glass here
4

FOLD
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(the official Koala 2001-02
drinking game)
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Place shot
glass here

SC
H

3

Poo
Po
BO
N
FIR
E
!!!!

oP
l
a
tter
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e
RIP
!

A

M
B
ER

What to do:
Flaming Dr Pepper - Fill beer mug halfway, drop flaming shot
of 151 into mug, pound accordingly.
Puff the Magic Dragon - Take 3 rapid bong hits, take 1 shot of
151, but instead of swallowing, use a lighter to spew a fireball
on the neighbor of your choice
Scuba shot!!! - Take a nitrous balloon, take a shot
Puff, Puff, Give - take two bong hits, give out a shot
Molotov Cocktail - light oily rag, pass to the left until someone drops it. Person who
drops it takes a shot.
BONFIRE!!! - SOCIAL!!! Everyone takes a shot (may need more glasses)
Round Robin - Roll dice, count left that many people, that person takes a shot. Continue
until everyone has taken at least one shot.
Fireball - Take a shot
Balloon Ride - Take a nitrous balloon
Number Crunch - Roll a dice, take that number of bong hits.
Gas Chamber - Take a bong hit until the chamber is full, place mouth of nitrous balloon
over downstem, take hit and balloon at the same time.
Poo Poo Platter - Take one of everything (nitrous, bong hit, and 151 shot)
WACO Revisited - take a 1/2 tabasco, 1/2 151 shot
Steam Engine - take 1 shot 151, 1 hit nitrous, 3 rapid pipe hits, and giveyour best train
imitation
Great Balls of Fire - Unprotected genital-to-genital contact with herpes carrier
Fire Extinguisher - Take a shot of Pepto-Bismol
Countdown - Take .6g weed, break into .3, .2, and .1 piles, smoke all three
Pipe Rip - Take a bong rip, pipe rip, whatever.

Cou
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r Pe
gD
min
Fla
Bal

loo

nR

ide
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5) Put LGBA stickers on
every office at UCSD.
Top Six Ways to be a
Mormon Superstar:
1) Collect all three
testament trading cards
(Old, New and
Sometime in the 1820’s)
2) Marry, impregnate,
divorce, marry sister,
repeat
3) Shatter Brigham
Young’s all-time record
of seventeen wives
4) Shotgun three CocaColas in one minute
5) Be the one who
decided that the Great
Salt Lake was the
glorious homeland God
intended for your
people.
6) Convince the rest of
the world once and for
all that Mormonism is
not a cult.
Bottom Six Things to
Hear on the PA in an
Airplane:
1) Will someone bring
my gas mask to the
cockpit?
2) Get a Kleenex! It’s
gumming up the
instruments!
3) Just do what they
say. They have BOX
CUTTERS!
4) Would the man who
has been in the restroom
for the last five hours
please come out?
5) The inflight movies
will be Free Willy, Free
Willy 2, Free Willy 3 and
Free Willy 4.
6) Does anyone have
any spare jet fuel in their
carry-on luggage?

Acme Airplane-Proof Glass:
Don’t Let This...

Happen
to your
Multi-Million
Dollar
Skyscrapers!
Available at a quality construction company near you.

Darkstar
UCSD’s Gaming and Sci-Fi Club

FREE Double Feature
Fahrenheit 451 &
Something Wicked This
Way Comes
Oct 10, 2001
7pm Price Center Theater

darkstar.ucsd.edu

DO NOT READ THIS UNTIL

THURSDAY!
Koala

Recruitment Meeting
Went to Koala Night and loved it?
Missed Koala Night and suicidal?
Winner of the talent show looking for
someone to take to Vegas?

Osama bin-Laden says:
‘Come to the KOALA
RECRUITMENT MEETING
or the trail of your sorrows
will reach Allah above us!’
How can you make us like you? Bring us...
• That chemical for pools that turns purple when you piss in them
• The intact Mexican flag from the El Mirador in Tijuana
• An unedited videotape of the Pokemon cartoon that sent 180 Japanese children into epileptic seizures
• A key to the gate at Black’s Beach
• Giant photos of fetuses
• A watermelon attachment for our Mr. Potato Head
• One of those recalled video cameras that could look through peoples’ clothes

If you cannot let another day pass before joining us, too fucking bad. If you
cannot let two days pass before joining us, then you best come by on Friday!
Meeting begins at 4:30pm in the Media Lounge, 2nd Floor, Student Center.
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GROW UCSD: Come Out of The Closet
Marijuana
and
Announcements
show
us
your
best
herbs!!
It’s time again for the posting
of our annual request: If you
receive any marijuana seeds
that you do not intend to
plant, put them in a bird
feeder. Cover a cardboard
toilet paper cylinder with
peanut butter and roll it
through your seeds. Birds
are the natural way that
seeds are propagated in our
environment. The birds will
shit the seeds out
everywhere. Let’s see them
stop us from smoking when
it’s growing along every
fucking freeway in San
Diego! Hoo-Rah! Bird Shit!

ATTENTION:
All Plant Geneticists
Don’t be afraid to make a few
cannibis plants immune to
certain bioherbicides, like
Fusarium oxysporum and
dropping by with the seeds
for us. Let’s win the War, ON
DRUGS!

That’s right farmers!!! Show us some green. Don’t be ashamed if your little babies are still small, we
know it’s early in your school year, but we want you to send us your pictures. Show us your buds
throughout their life. You’ve seen High Times, this is a blatant rip-off. Go commando style, wear a
cowboy hat, get creative. The last person who submitted a photo of himself with weed that got
published wrote us later and said he got laid because of the picture. And, just so you know that
you’re not alone, we’ve started you off with some pictures of crops that certainly are not our own. Is
this filler? Sure, but what the hell? It’s also your picture in The Koala with your stash! Send your
submissions to: personals@thekoala.org.

ATTENTION STUDENT ORG’s

Celebrity Death Match!!

City Event Staff Service Professionals

“The Breakfast Brawler”
Aunt Jemima

Complete Event Management Services
Don’t worry about your event security needs. City Events will take
care of everything! Specifically licensed to provide security for
events at UCSD, City Events is the ideal solution to your security
problems. Perfect for large parties, conferences, and on-campus
events, our crew is highly experienced in crowd management,
access control, alcohol awareness management and all other facets
of event staffing. No event is too large or too small.

vs.

Mrs. “Bone-Crusher”
Butterworth

We offer:
-Security Officers
-Armed Security Officers
-Traffic Controllers
-Ushers/Ticket Takers
-Box Office Personnel
-Parking Attendants/Valet Services
-General Labor/Cleanup
-Cashiers
-Runners
-Shuttle Services
-Event Planning and Consultations

866-CITY-EVENT
or
858-268-1983
858-268-4597 (fax)
619-668-7598 (24 hr answering service)
Contact us at:
Corporate Office
4820 Mercury St. Suite D
San Diego, CA 92111

Check us out at: www.sdcityevent.com.
For a quick quote, e-mail sales@sdcityevent.com.

“I’ma show her that Aunt
Jemima ain’t all sweet
syrup! Slap ma’ fro!”

“Lordy, lordy, but
she sho’ has got
some fat pancakes
on dat ass!”

Cuz the world ain’t big enough
for two black syrup ladies.
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FORUM ON THE GRΣΣΚ SYSTEM:

ANSWERING A FEW OF THE MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT A UCSD INSTITUTION
Omigod! You’re here at this strange new place and all of your old friends aren’t here! To make matters worse, you have no social
skills! What to do? Well, for the low, low price of only $300 per quarter, you can buy some friends at the Price Center. For ladies,
you can have a group of ugly girls that will help you convince yourself that you are not like them. And for the gentlemen, you can
look forward to running for miles at one in the morning and memorizing the middle names of your chapter’s founders. But wait,
isn’t there a downside? Yes, the road to fratdom is frought with unexpected perils.

Observe the pledges in their first frat swordfight. Everything seems to be going dandy until...
Q: “Kind sir, I am member of a minority group on campus and
many of the faces of the different races of people here seem strange
to me. How can I get in touch with people whose grandparents
were born somewhere near where my grandarents were born?”
A: Ha ha ha. That’s no problem at all! You don’t need to associate
with people whose facial features make you uncomfortable. There
are many racially segregated Greek organizations on campus. Of
course, these organizations would never discriminate against
people that are not of their race, but after being ignored or beaten
at the first four or five pledge barbeques, it has been our
experience that those white devils rarely stick around until it’s
time to pledge. Plus you are probably as repulsive to them as they
are to us! They’re scared of YOU! And they want to hurt you.
Q: “I am a freshman female who is looking for an organization to
keep me from doing all the things I feel like doing. Would a
sorority be right for me?”
A: You sound like a perfect candidate! Your sorority sisters will be
there for you, to suppress your exuberant instincts with threats of
crushing guilt and social rejection. Believe me, if you do anything
to fuck up your sorority’s reputation, you will never live it down!
They’ll keep you in line, all right. Plus, you can meet a bunch of
frat guys who are, well, at least decent at pretending they are as
cool as the cool guys you had a crush on in high school.
Q: “What are those guys in the picture at the right looking at?”
A: They are observing the frat President demonstrating how even
large objects like pineapples and printers can be housed in the
buttholes of freshman pledges, as long as it is done lovingly.
Q: “I love Puffy Paint. There’s nothing that can’t be made better
with Puffy Paint. I put Puffy Paint on my backpack, my calculator,
my jeans, everywhere! My question is this: I don’t like Mondays.
How can I make Mondays better with Puffy Paint?
A: We’ll go to Alicia from Sigma Kappa. Alicia, how do you make
Mondays better with Puffy Paint?
Alicia: “I like to put a little Tulip P.P. into a plastic bag and wear it
on my head. The smell is enchanting, Mondays come and go faster
than a Sig Ep and I’ve noticed that when I wear my Sigma Kappa
sweatshirt, I get lots more attention from the boys!”
Q: I’m Armenian. You said that there were frats for all the
different races. Is there one for me?
A: Of course! I’m Armenian, too! VIVA ARMENIA!!!!

...OH NO! The streams have crossed. What
a mess! Now the guys will never let us in.

RUSH ΧΚΑ

UCSD’s newest Jewish fraternity: XKA.
Join the Chikes at their inaugural
barbeque at La Jolla Shores beach,
10/12/01. Come party down with the
Chikes. No hot dogs, please.
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Margaritas Village
Celebrating 20 years of good food and fun
All you can drink, all night long starting at 6:00pm
Sunday thru Thursday - Men $6, Women $5
Friday and Saturday - Men $7, Women $5
We have beer, mixed drinks, shots and more!!
Traditional Mexican food made fresh to order
The best margaritas in town, in 15 different flavors
We use only purified water in our ice.
Wednesday is College Night, all students welcome!
Drink free on your birthday with ID
Easy to find on Avenida Revolucion
Look for the giant Margarita Village sign
Our DJ’s play Hip-Hop, Old Skool, Pop, Euro, Intro,
Techno, and your favorites from the past
Opens at 10am
ID required. 18+ only, please!
Prices Subject to Change without Notice

X =Margaritas
Village!

X
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PERSONALS
rhettroses are red
and i wanna fuck you.
gimme some of your lovin.
-the rimac woman
Hi all u submissive asian chicks, i am
a asian guy, please give me a chance,
dont go to the powerful white man
that rescues poor submissive asian
chicks from social inferiority. GIVE
ME A CHANCE
NERD FROM REVELLE
To my Econ120 professor,
Fuck you, you communist whore!
Why the fuck are we learning
capitalist economics from a woman
who once gave a blowjob to Mao Tse
Tung?! What's the probability of
getting head? Apparently 100% when
it comes to you, you fucking bitch.
As the song goes, Everytime I come
around your city, LING LING!
Love,
All your Econ120 students
To our theater 124 professor. you suck.
you can lick my ass with your dirty
ass cult tongue. all you do is read the
damn notes printed from the internet.
get a real job. the t.a.'s teach better
than you. it's disgusting that you
enjoy watching transfestites give
blow jobs to other men. you make me
sick!
To my roommate:
You are a stanky ass-licker. You fill
the fucking fridge with your gay-ass
all-natural foods, then you pack your
face with these mega-nutritious
energy bars. Tell me, where do your
“natural” granola bars occur in
nature? No wonder your face looks
like a missile test range at the age of
twenty-four!
To the 5'7", size 9 shoe, roid raging
fagots at Rimac.
It doesnt matter how much wieght
you can lift or how big you get, you
will always be short little pussies with
small dicks. Oh and by the way, you
aren't hard, so stop acting like it before
a 6 footer comes and knocks your
teeth to the back of your cum guzzling
throat.
Your Fucking Daddy
To all the Asians:
Nobody likes you...good day.
To the painfully ugly korean whores
who call themselves 'HCB',
You may walk around thinking and
acting like you're the shit and
everyone worships the ground you
walk on, but ive got news for you.
Your pathetic existence means
nothing to all of us in agc. no wait,
lemme correct that: your pathetic
existence means nothing to all of us
at ucsd. Don't think that by deeming
yourselves 'Hard Cord Bitches',
people will overlook the fact that
you're too fat and ugly to do anything
about it. So next time you're sitting in

pc making a very poor attempt
at "looking hard", just remember,
people think you are shit and
would rather piss on the ground
u walk on than worship it.
Shane, this is my last chance to
tell you that you are HOT!!
Unfreakingbelievably hot!!
To all you staffers at the K, all us
potheads over here at Muir just
wanted you to know that it puts
a smile on our face every time we
remember that our tuition
money is going towards a fine
humor publication such as
your's. Nowhere else on campus
can one find a paper that
promotes both 40's of Old
English as well as smokin' a bong
in the same issue. Light one up
for us the next time you smoke
out. You are all invited to come
smoke with us anytime you
want. Just show your Koala ID
card, and let the good times roll.
-The kids of Muir
This is for that Indian guy on the
UCSD bhangra team that goes by
pinky. You don't know me but I
saw you in the culture show, and
I couldn't believe how hot you
were and on top of that you did
sooo many dances. You're the
best guy dancer I have ever seen
in my life. Maybe you can show
me some of your moves one day.
I'd really love to learn them from
someone as hot as you. I don't
know if I should
tell you this but you're always in
my dreams.
- Your rani
Chancellor Dynes,
You kick ass! It's nice to see that
our Chancellor hasn't lost his
backstreet edge. Take that UC
Irvine!
Jeremy Hardwick.
Where are you?
Come find us.
This is to all the skank-ass
sorority hoes at the pike party at
the 'athletics' bar....I have never
seen so much polyester crammed
into one room onto that many
rolls of white pimply flesh in my
life...anf to Ghetto Girl at Warren,
many thanks to you and your
endless hours of paintjob-face,
you give my friends and I
something to make the milk
squirt out of our noses for, at least
you don't ask moronic questions
every 10 seconds in VIS 22 like
the fake-blond sorority bitch who
wants my TA's nutz who sits
front-left and always finds a way
to walk across the front of the
lecture hall for us all to see her
white-trash lack of ass.
Roommate wanted. Must be
female. Needs to be clean, quiet,
stupid, under 120 lbs, and willing

to share bed. Must be able to cook
naked, do laundry, and eat large
bananas. Rent and utilites free.
Only serious inquiries from girls
with BATs, please (like my Physics
1C TA). (858)555-SAKO
To the brain-dead cunt in LTWL
124: Would you shut the fuck up
about 'Soylent Green!' already?
Everyone in that class knows that
you don't know shit. Do yourself
and everyone in class a favor; take
your finger out of your ass and stick
it back in your mouth where it
belongs. Eat a dick bitch. -The KKK
To that bitch who wrote in last time
claiming that 60% of the female
population at UCSD is hot,
Are you lesbian? Who are you to
judge? If the guys that go to this
school say all the chicks are ugly,
you best rearrange your mind. We
are the final word on the subject.
Go home.
Sincerely,
A guy who is surrounded by
FUglies in class every god damn
painful day of my life
To those ECE 60L TA's in Spring '01:
Thanks for making coming to lab
worthwhile. Elaine, Denise and
Sophia, I could do "lab" with you
guys all day and all night long!
Function generators, oscilliscopes,
digital multimeters, PSPICE and
MATLAB! Just the thought makes
me giddy. So what do you guys
say? Wanna go do "lab" sometime?
That fool Dave is luckier than he
will ever know. Not only does he
get to act like a jerk to us
underclassmen, but he's one
brilliant S.O.B., and gets to hang out
with not one, not two, but THREE
hot EE girls. Wow, what a life...
To that goof who wrote the
"Wanted hot EE girls" personal:
You were never in ECE 60L with us.
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
To Frank Lee,
Frankly, you smell like shit.
Your roommates
What the fuck is up with George
Liddle winning the "A" pass for the
fall quarter. You must have
cheated, you bastard.
To all the fuckfaces driving cars
with fire extinuishers inside,
Gimme a fuckin’ break will you?
Your four-cylinder I-Think-I-Can
engines can barely pull your ass
uphill, much less spontaneously
combust and shoot off flames. Did
you have to remove the cooling
system so you could surround your
license plate with little blue lights?
Maybe if you took the money you
spent on suping up your mousepowered automobile and put it
towards buying a car that didn’t
suck, you wouldn’t have to race
only on straight-aways and carry a
fire extinguisher? At any rate, it’s
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NOTE: We did not write these
personals. David Medina, convicted
quadruple murderer and recent
graduate from UCSD, did. If you
got a fucking problem, take it up to
San Quentin. Also, if you need any
help in your fucking sociology class,
take it up to San Quentin.

probably good for your parents that
they convinced you that an Integra
is the coolest car you can own. It
used to be people thought Cadillacs
and Mustangs were cool, but when
you took up the Integra/Honda
Civic flag, you saved the old man
15 g’s. Good going!
Just a warning to the Parking
Police: I have installed a pepper
sprayer in the windshield wiper
spigots of my car and connected it
to movements of my wipers. Hope
you’re wearing sunglasses, fuckers!
Does anybody else think it’s fucked
up that Off Campus Housing
allows applicants to specify
“Asians Only?” How about “No
Nips Need Apply?
To Mr. Dokko,
Hey you pussy, you don’t know
shit. Don’t come knocking on the
doors of the house of science with
your bullshit propaganda. The
main difference between your
beliefs and a baby’s favorite binkie
is that your beliefs smell more
distinctly of runny milk shits.
-The Apeman
To the Adonis who plays violin,
You are the most gorgeous thing I
have ever seen. I’d go to more of
your concerts, but I have put
cotton in my panties to avoid
embarassing myself. If you even
so much as make eye contact with
me, I’ll jump you right then and
there. I’ve started carrying
Binaca (for after, not before) in my
purse, just in case. Hope to see
you seeing me.
Love,
Your concubine-to-be
All the cuties work in Visitor
Information.
To the Meter Pig who gave me
three parking tickets in one week:
FUCK YOU, you pathetic waste
of the sperm your dad shot into
your herpes-ridden mom’s
worthless jamhole. You’re just
mad because you’re too stupid to
be a fucking RSO, much less a
real cop. If it weren’t for your
ticket machine, you’d have as
much fucking authority as a
security guard at a 5-year-old’s
birtday party. Eat my ass, you
fucking piece of shit!!!!!
To the e63 boys....you all are so
damn fine I can't choose between
you....keep the door unlocked
because someday you might find
me sprawled on one of your
beds...if you're so mean as to
make me choose between you,
especially the tall green-eyed guy,
did you lift this summer? Don't
shut your blinds when you
change please...cutest ass I've
seen in so long.

